
Algorithm/ML R&D A. Salzburger & M. Kiehn 
      tsa

ITK with Acts geometry & propagation
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TrackML dataset usage 
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Seed classification      tsa

New data

Training Data:

• approx. 300k total 4-hit seeds sampled from 1020 
tracks with 4+ hits.

• ~225k used for training (75%)

• ~75k for validation (25%)

• Again 3 classes
(4/4, 3/4, 2 or fewer hits on track)

• Track spacepoints extracted from Athena 
with TrkTruthTracks.

• 10 ttbar events with 1113 tracks

True particle tracks 
from simulated event

created random training 
dataset of 4-hit combinations 
with categories

good: 4/4 correct 

medium: 3/4 correct 

bad: <2/4 correct 
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Seed classification      tsa

True particle tracks 
from simulated event

created random training 
dataset of 4-hit combinations 
with categories

good: 4/4 correct 

medium: 3/4 correct 

bad: <2/4 correct 

[x,y,z]i

N x M 
hidden layers

12 input  features

good medium bad 3 output  features

Optimistic scenario 
(all seeds drawn from good ones, 
with replacing 1/2 hits)
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Seed classification      tsa

[x,y,z]i

N x M 
hidden layers

12 input  features

good medium bad 3 output  features

Confusion Matrix
for best model

good med bad

good 98.5% 1.5% 0.1%

med 3.5% 95.7% 0.8%

bad 0.2% 3.2% 96.7%
Ac

tu
al

Cl
as

s

Predicted Class

25436 seeds = 100%

25197 seeds = 100%

25102 seeds = 100%

Good: 4/4
Med: 3/4 
Bad <3/4
Hits on track

Optimistic scenario 
(all seeds drawn from good ones, 
with replacing 1/2 hits)
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Hashing Pipeline      tsa

[ M Kiehn: Hashing and Similarity Learning ]

https://indico.cern.ch/event/831165/contributions/3717122/attachments/2022757/3382937/20200400-msmk-hashing_tracking-v4.pdf#search=Kiehn%20AND%20EventID%3A831165
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Vertexing R&D      tsa

[ B. Schlag: ACTS vertexing and Deep Learning ]

https://indico.cern.ch/event/831165/contributions/3717103/attachments/2024665/3386509/acts_vertexing_slides.pdf#search=Schlag%20AND%20EventID%3A831165
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Vertexing R&D      tsa

[ B. Schlag: ACTS vertexing and Deep Learning ]

Idea to interpret blocks 
in adjacency matrix as 
vertices

https://indico.cern.ch/event/831165/contributions/3717103/attachments/2024665/3386509/acts_vertexing_slides.pdf#search=Schlag%20AND%20EventID%3A831165
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R&D testbed      tsa

Using ACTS (simulated) 
data, R&D done in ML 
frameworks.
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R&D testbed      tsa

Using ACTS (simulated) 
data, R&D done in ML 
frameworks.

Need to understand 
how to bring these 

developments back into 
production code. 
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